
6 Lidar assisted load simulation

In the previous section, a recalibrated version of the DWM model has been introduced. The lidar systems have been used165

to recalibrate the DWM model to decrease the uncertainties of load simulations in wake conditions. In a next step, the lidar

measurements will be successively incorporated into the wake simulation. A schematic illustration of the process is illustrated

in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Incorporation of lidar measurements into the DWM model; yM is the horizontal and zM the vertical meandering component.

First, the lidar-measured mean wind speed deficit is used to replace the quasi-steady deficit in the DWM model definition

(see also Figure 3). Since only a horizontal line is scanned, no vertical meandering can be captured (see Section 3). To clarify170

that only the horizontal meandering can be measured and that the transformed wind speed deficit in the meandering frame of

reference still includes the vertical meandering, the phrasing Horizontal Meandering Frame of Reference (HMFR) is introduced

in Figure 4. In a second step, the measured horizontal meandering is included in the DWM model and the vertical meandering

has been neglected. The vertical meandeing has only a marginal influence in the shape of the deficit in the MFR as explained

in Reinwardt et al. (2020).175

The lidar system measures in the induction zone of the downstream turbine, where the wind speed is decreased due to the

upstream effect of the subsequent turbine. However, its influence must be excluded from the measurement results to use the

measured wind speed deficit in the wake model. The simple induction model defined in Troldborg and Meyer Forsting (2017)

is applied to account for this effect. The two-dimensional model defines the wind speed in the induction zone as follows:

U = U0
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)αi
]
, (2)180

where x̃u is the positive upwind distance normalized by the rotor radius, a0 is the induction factor at the rotor center area

defined as a0 = 0.5(1−√1− γct), ε= r̃/
√
λ(η+ x̃2

u), r̃ is the radial distance from the hub normalized by the rotor radius, ct

is the thrust coefficient, γ = 1.1, β =
√

2, αi = 8/9, λ= 0.587 and η = 1.32. The model has already been used to correct lidar

measurements in the induction zone by Dimitrov et al. (2019) and Conti et al. (2020).
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